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How to Harvest Variance Risk Premiums

for the Long-term Investor?

Abstract

Derivative positions that aim to earn variance risk premiums are exposed to sharp

price declines during market crises, which calls into question their suitability for

the long-term investor. Our paper systematically discusses the problems associated

with the design of long-term variance-based investments. Various design elements

are proposed to address some of these problems. An empirical study of investment

strategies based on these design elements yields significant differences across strate-

gies in terms of risk and return for the S&P 500 index options market. Overall, our

results show that variance strategies can be attractive to the long-term investor if

properly designed.

JEL Classification: G10, G11, G23
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1 Introduction

The variance risk premium is a well-known phenomenon in options markets. A

large literature provides empirical evidence for the existence of a negative variance

risk premium in equity index options, such as the S&P 500 options (e.g., Carr

and Wu 2009; Kozhan, Neuberger, and Schneider 2013). Moreover, the realized

premium has a well-documented structure: it exhibits low negative values most of

the time and takes on very high positive values during rare extreme events. However,

little attention has been paid in the literature to the harvesting of the variance risk

premium for the long-term investor. The structure of variance risk with its rare

extreme events makes this a difficult—if not impossible—task. The goal of our work

is to provide new insights into whether and how investors can use the variance risk

premium for long-term capital accumulation. More specifically, this is the first study

to systematically compare different variance-based investment strategies in terms of

their suitability for long-term investors.

The paper makes theoretical and empirical contributions. First, strategies for earn-

ing the variance risk premium are distinguished from other variance strategies.

Then, three problems that arise when variance risk premiums are to be exploited

for the long-term investor are highlighted: (i) The payoff problem: Which payoff

profiles are appropriate? Which instruments should be used to create them?; (ii)

The leverage problem: Which risk level should be chosen? How can the ex-ante

variance risk of different strategies be measured and compared?; (iii) The finite ma-

turity problem: Which maturities of derivatives should be chosen? When and how

often should positions be rolled over? Starting from the three problems, we propose

different strategies for earning the variance risk premium that address potential so-

lutions. The analysis of these strategies contributes to a better understanding of

the specifics of the variance risk premium in the context of long-term investments.

In an empirical study for the S&P 500, we examine the various strategies in terms

of their suitability for capital accumulation for the long-term investor. We use data

from January 1996 to December 2020, so that the two most significant stock market
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crashes in recent decades—the 2008 financial crisis and the Covid pandemic in early

2020—are included in the sample. This is particularly important for variance strate-

gies. For the strategies, we use realistic assumptions about transaction costs and

CBOE margin requirements for option positions. We use two variants of strategies

to set the risk exposure: First, we use the maximum possible exposure by levering

positions until capital is fully tied up. Second, we use an equal ex-ante factor ex-

posure for all strategies. To compare exposure, we propose a model-free measure of

nonlinearity (gamma) that can be determined from current option prices alone.

The empirical analysis provides the following main results: (i) Maximum exposure

strategies differ greatly in terms of return and risk profile. In some cases, the strate-

gies exhibit excessive risk and there is even a total loss of the invested capital; (ii)

Equal exposure strategies still differ from each other, although significantly less than

maximum exposure strategies. The remaining differences are due to the different

instruments on which the strategies are based, resulting in different payoff profiles

and transaction costs; (iii) All variance strategies have a significant positive corre-

lation with the market, but this correlation differs across strategies due to different

payoff profiles; (iv) Throughout the whole sample period, variance strategies have

continuously earned premiums. This distinguishes them from other factor strategies

based on Fama’s and French’s (2015) five factors or the momentum factor, which

have not shown a significant upward trend since the 2008 financial crisis; (v) The

variance factor, although correlated with the market, translates into an attractive

factor strategy for long-term investors, both as a stand-alone factor and as a com-

plement to a market investment. Overall, our study shows that although variance

strategies exhibit extreme distributions with high negative skewness and excess kur-

tosis, they recover quite quickly from large drawdowns and continue to consistently

earn premiums. The results suggest that these strategies, when properly designed,

are attractive to long-term investors.
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2 Literature Overview

The objective of this paper is to seek effective ways to harvest the variance risk

premium for the long-term investor. Formally defined, the variance risk premium is

the deviation between the option-implied (risk-neutral) variance and the expected

(physical) variance realized over the life of the options. More loosely speaking, the

variance risk premium is the expected return on the “variance factor”. Although

this variance factor is far from uniformly defined in the literature, approaches to

obtaining its factor premium have in common that they provide exposure to variance

changes. Nevertheless, these approaches can differ greatly from one another. In the

following, we briefly review the literature on strategies aimed at earning variance

premiums and distinguish our paper from this literature.

A first approach looks at trading strategies that hold options in combination with

their underlying, usually a broad market index. Since options have non-linear pay-

offs, they naturally provide exposure to changes in variance. Whaley (2002) de-

scribes and analyzes the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) BuyWrite In-

dex, which consists of a short-position in an out-of-the money (OTM) S&P 500

index call and a long-position in the S&P 500. Ungar and Moran (2009) outline

a put-write strategy, which is the basis for the CBOE S&P 500 PutWrite Index.

These strategies have in common that they led to an outperformance of the S&P

500 on a risk-adjusted basis. Other strategies, such as PutWrite and BuyWrite

strategies with varying moneyness of the options or with additional caps and floors

are assessed by Clark and Dickson (2019). However, all these strategies represent

a portfolio approach rather than a pure variance strategy, as they are not delta-

hedged but in most cases fully collateralized with a position in the index. This leads

to a mixture of market exposure and variance exposure, as outlined in Israelov and

Nielsen (2015). The approach of our paper is to study the properties of different

pure variance strategies first and then to relate the performance of these strategies

to the underlying and to other equity-based factors.
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Another strand of literature utilizes variance exposure as an additional element in a

broader portfolio context and examines its impact on overall portfolio performance.

Brière, Burgues, and Signori (2010) explore long-term equity and bond portfolio

strategies and add short-positions in variance swaps to include variance exposure.

They find that the additional variance exposure boosted portfolio returns but added

little diversification benefits. Fallon, Park, and Yu (2015) employ a similar approach

and investigate the role of additional volatility risk in institutional investment portfo-

lios. They find that adding small amounts of exposure to variance risk substantially

enhanced long-term returns at the cost of increased short-term tail risk in their sam-

ple. Other studies, such as Ge (2016a) and Ge (2017) likewise examine the effect of

variance exposure on portfolio returns and portfolio performance in crisis periods.

Overall, this literature provides interesting results on the effects of variance exposure

in an asset allocation context. However, it does not analyze the trade-offs between

alternative design elements of the “variance factor”. Moreover, it does not explore

the properties of variance strategies themselves but looks only on their impact on

specific portfolios.

A different idea to earn premiums associated with variance exposure is to engage

into VIX trading strategies. These strategies are typically built on VIX futures (Si-

mon and Campasano 2014) or VIX options (Simon 2017) and aim to roll down the

term-structure of option-implied volatility. As the term-structure of implied volatil-

ity is typically in contango, investors can enter into a short-position in longer-term

futures to roll down the term-structure of VIX futures and, on average, earn the

corresponding premium (Ge 2016b). However, in our understanding, this premium

is not as much a variance risk premium as it is a VIX term-structure premium. In

particular, these VIX strategies earn money via changes in implied (risk-neutral)

volatility between two points in time and not via the deviation between implied and

expected realized (physical) volatility, i.e., the variance risk premium. Of course,

changes in implied volatility might well be correlated with realized volatility. Never-

theless, this type of strategy earns a premium which is conceptually distinct. In our

paper, we concentrate on strategies that aim to harvest the variance risk premium.
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Lastly, there are few papers that examine strategies aimed to earn pure variance

risk premiums. Fallon and Park (2016) analyze a strategy that sells synthetically

derived capped one-month S&P 500 variance swaps. Specifically, they employ a

stochastic volatility model with jumps (SVJ) to estimate the swap rates. The au-

thors find the corresponding strategy to have very high Sharpe ratios and severe

but infrequent crash risk. However, Fallon and Park (2016) do not investigate the

long-term performance of such a strategy and the impact of rare crash events on

the capital accumulation of the long-term investor. Ge (2016b) comes closest to

our approach by examining the long-term performance of, among others, a variance

swap investment strategy. He finds that this strategy provides decent returns but a

very large maximum drawdown. However, the comparison of different strategies in

Ge’s study is based on an ex-post standardization of their risks. This is not feasible

for real investments. Our paper, in contrast, uses two different ways to determine a

meaningful leverage of different strategies on an ex-ante basis. Moreover, our study

is the first to include the period of the Covid-19 pandemic. This period and the cor-

responding stock market shock is potentially very important for the understanding

of long-term variance strategies.

3 Strategies, Data, and Study Design

3.1 Three Problems

The design of strategies that seek to harvest variance risk premiums for the long-

term investor entails three major problems. The first one is what we call the payoff

problem. In principle, variance exposure can be generated by selling any convex

payoff structure. However, different payoff profiles may be more or less suitable to

achieve certain desirable goals. First, a payoff profile should provide sufficient factor

exposure that is priced in the market. Second, a payoff profile should produce low

correlations with other risk factors to create potential for diversification benefits in

a portfolio context. Third, a payoff profile should limit extreme negative returns in
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order to avoid large drawdowns. Fourth, a payoff profile should be implementable

with low transaction costs. This is crucial for long-term investors, as they profit from

compound interest throughout the investment period. There are certainly trade-offs

between the achievement of these four goals. These trade-offs are at the heart of

the payoff problem, i.e. the problem to choose suitable payoff profiles.

The second problem is what we call the leverage problem. Variance strategies use

derivatives to sell convex payoff profiles. Since some derivative strategies require

no initial capital (e.g., swap contracts) and others actually generate capital (e.g.,

delta-hedged puts), the question of the appropriate amount of leverage arises. The

leverage problem can lead to some similar trade-offs as the payoff problem. On the

one hand, strategies should provide sufficient exposure to variance risk; on the other

hand, they should limit extreme losses that call into question the long-term success of

a strategy—all in a cost-effective manner. However, the leverage problem also raises

issues that are distinct from the payoff problem. There may be different strategies

with similar or even identical payoffs that use different instruments. Therefore,

potential leverage may be more constrained for one strategy than another due to

differences in initial capital or margin requirements. In addition, differences in

leverage between strategies can lead to sharply different factor exposures, making

meaningful comparisons difficult.

Third, there is the finite maturity problem. Because of the finite maturities of

derivatives, long-term investors must periodically roll their positions. This entails

further considerations. In particular, investors must decide which maturities to

choose, when to roll, and how many instruments to use simultaneously. One of the

potential trade-offs is that longer-term contracts may have less factor exposure but

need to be traded less frequently, reducing transaction costs. Shorter-term contracts,

however, may be more liquid, resulting in lower transaction costs per trade.
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3.2 Variance Strategies

We now present strategies that are in principle suited for harvesting variance risk

premiums and address some of the trade-offs associated with the three problems. We

begin with a short position in an at-the-money (ATM) straddle as a first intuitive

approach to selling protection against rising variances. The short straddle limits

market exposure because it combines a short call (with negative delta) with a short

put (with positive delta).1 Moreover, it consists of only two ATM instruments,

which means that transaction costs are limited. The stylized payoff profile of a

short straddle is shown in part (a) of Figure 1. It highlights that this payoff is

generally consistent with an instrument showing variance exposure. However, large

negative or positive price movements of the underlying would result in large negative

returns. Even medium price movements already lead to losses.

[Insert Figure 1 about here.]

Alternatively, one could shift the strike prices of the options from ATM to out-of-the-

money (OTM) to avoid losses in case of medium price changes of the underlying.

In addition, this shift in strike prices reduces the magnitude of losses in case of

large price moves of the underlying, as compared to the straddle. A corresponding

payoff profile is depicted in part (b) of Figure 1, which shows a short strangle.

However, the strangle also has some disadvantages. First, OTM options have less

variance exposure than ATM options. Second, the maximum payoff is lower than

for a corresponding straddle. Finally, large negative returns can still occur since the

payoff function has no lower bound.

To counter the problem of extreme losses, one could add a floor to the payoff profile.

By adding a long OTM call option and a long OTM put option, the straddle turns

into a butterfly spread, as shown in part (c) of the Figure 1. Of course, adding a floor

is also possible for the strangle. Such a portfolio is called a condor strangle. However,

1 One could even set the strike price of the options as such that the beta of the straddle is exactly
zero.
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limiting the downside risk also comes with drawbacks. Since two long positions

in options enter the portfolio together with short positions, the overall variance

exposure of the portfolio is reduced. Moreover, the additional long positions in calls

and puts incur costs—both transaction costs and costs of capital for the option

premiums.

Another approach to harvesting the variance risk premium is to sell delta-hedged

call or put options, i.e., puts or calls hedged with positions in the market index.

Delta-hedged options have a similar payoff structure as a straddle. Therefore, they

have similar advantages, i.e., limited correlation with the market factor and only two

instruments making up the portfolio, but also similar disadvantages, i.e., potentially

large downside risk. However, since delta-hedged option portfolios contain different

instruments than a straddle, the long-term performance of delta-hedged options may

differ significantly from the long-term performance of a straddle strategy. This may

be due to different potential for leverage or different transaction costs and margin

requirements.

Finally, an investor can gain variance exposure through variance swaps. The ad-

vantage of a variance swap is that it is the most direct way to earn the variance

risk premium while limiting correlation with the market factor, since variance swaps

are market neutral by construction. However, a variance swap can be viewed as a

fairly complex option portfolio with potentially high transaction costs and leverage

constraints. Moreover, since variance is calculated as the squared difference from

the mean, a variance swap could be prone to extreme losses if the realized variance

reaches peaks.

Overall, we have selected seven different but related portfolios: Straddle, strangle,

butterfly spread, condor strangle, delta-hedged call, delta-hedged put, and variance

swaps. Since all of them offer convex payoff structures, selling these portfolios

has the potential to earn variance risk premiums. In addition, differences in their

designs are particularly targeted to provide insights on potential trade-offs with
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respect to variance exposure, downside risk, transaction costs, capital requirements,

and margins.

Having introduced different portfolios and their payoff profiles, the next question

is what quantities should be held in each portfolio to obtain a good risk-return

profile for the long-term investor. We follow two ways to approach this issue in our

study. The first is the maximum exposure approach. Here, the investor generates the

maximum possible exposure for each strategy by levering portfolio positions until

her capital is fully invested in long positions and margins for short positions. In

essence, the maximum exposure approach is a full invest of the available capital in

the variance strategy. It provides information on the impact of different instruments

on potential leverage. The second way is the equal exposure approach. Here, all

strategies are levered until each strategy has the same ex-ante factor exposure. If one

strategy requires less capital to achieve this exposure than another, the additional

funds are invested in a risk-free account. Equal exposure strategies help us compare

different strategies on an ex-ante risk basis.

Equal exposure strategies require an ex-ante measure of factor exposure. The lit-

erature suggests different measures associated with the non-linearity of options, in

particular vega and gamma (Cremers, Halling, and Weinbaum 2015). However, vega

in general depends on the valuation model used, and specifically, the Black-Scholes

vega measures variance risk in a setting where no variance risk premium exists.

Consequently, using vega creates potential problems in the context of our study.

Therefore, we use the gamma of the option as a general measure of non-linearity or

convexity. Since we want to avoid model dependence and, in particular, a measure

that builds on a model where variance risk premiums do not even exist, we apply

a model-free approach. We determine gamma and, for the sake of consistency, also

delta in this way. The derivation of such model-free greeks is based on the option-

implied risk-neutral return (RND) distribution and is discussed in more detail in

the next subsection.
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3.3 Data, RNDs and Greeks

In our empirical study, we use European S&P 500 index options data which stems

from the OptionMetrics IvyDB U.S. data base. The data base provides historical

closing quotes from the CBOE, as well as implied volatilities, interest rates, spot

prices of the underlying, and implied dividend yields. Our sample period starts in

January 1996 and ends in December 2020, that is, it spans 299 months. We filter our

option data set with standard filters from the literature (Goyal and Saretto 2009;

Cao and Han 2013). We require best bid and best ask quotes as well as the bid-ask-

spread to be non-negative and discard options with special settlement and options

that do not have a.m. settlement. Moreover, the implied volatility must be greater

than zero and we require options to survive standard no-arbitrage conditions. For

every month in our data period, we only use data of the first trading day after the

third Friday of that respective month. The latter is the standard expiration date of

options traded at the CBOE. Additionally, we require the options to mature in the

next month. This retains options with approximately one month to maturity. Our

final sample consists of 23,231 call options and 23,697 put options for 299 months

with an average time to maturity of approximately 28 days.

Model-free deltas and gammas require an estimate of the risk-neutral distribution

of the S&P 500 index. We determine the RND based on the approach outlined in

Figlewski (2010). At every point in time we select out-of-the money forward put

and call options that survive our filter criteria and convert their midquotes to the

corresponding Black and Scholes (1973) implied volatilities. As put and call options

might trade at slightly different implied volatilities, we smooth out potential jumps

in implied volatilities at the transition point from put options to call options. In

an interval of 2.5% around the at-the-money forward price we apply the blending

approach suggested in Figlewski (2010) to achieve a smoothed weighted-average

implied volatility.2 Next, we perform a quartic spline to interpolate the implied

volatility curve across a broad range of observed strike prices. We then compute a

2 For this blending approach we have to employ in-the-money (ITM) options that are only used
to smooth the implied volatility curve and discarded afterwards.
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fine grid of 12,000 equally spaced strike prices on the interval [0.001, 3 ·Xt], where

Xt is the current index level, and determine the corresponding implied volatilites

through a quartic spline. These implied volatilities are then converted back into put

option prices, which we use to estimate the risk-neutral density by approximating

derivatives of the put price function with respect to the strike price according to

Breeden and Litzenberger (1978). This procedure is only valid between the lowest

and the highest available strike prices. For strike prices beyond the observed range

we estimate a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution to extend the risk-

neutral density to the left and right tail.3

Given the RND, we compute model-free deltas and gammas according to a simple

comparative static analysis. First, we assume that the entire RND is shifted upward

by an infinitesimally small amount ε. Next, we reprice options under this shifted

RND and observe the price change. Likewise, we consider a downward shift of the

entire RND and perform the same repricing procedure. Lastly, we determine the

average of these two price changes, divide it by ε and use this measure as the model-

free delta. The same idea is applied to gamma, which is the sensitivity of delta

with respect to changes in the price of the underlying. Formally, this analysis can

be found in greater detail in Appendix A2. Given the assumptions we make for the

derivation, model-free deltas of long call options are simply the probability mass

to the right of the strike price, whereas long put options’ model-free deltas are the

negative value of the probability mass to the left of the strike price. Model-free

gammas are simply the probability mass “at” the strike price for both long call and

long put options.

3.4 Implementation of Strategies

General Specifications We now turn to the concrete design of the trading strate-

gies, which are based on the portfolios we presented in Subsection 3.2. We use S&P

500 options with a maturity of one month and hold them until expiration, so we

3 This approach is described in more detail in Figlewski (2010).
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have to open new positions every month. Positions are established every Monday

after the third Friday of the month. We index each strategy to a level of 100 as

of January 1996 and then determine the cumulative wealth through the end of our

data period in December 2020.

In terms of transaction costs, we use the ask price for option purchases (long po-

sitions) and the bid price for option sales (short positions). However, it is likely

that institutional investors can trade at terms better than the quoted spread (May-

hew 2002; De Fontnouvelle, Fishe, and Harris 2003), which is why we choose an

effective spread of 25% of the quoted spread as our baseline scenario.4 This is an

even more conservative approach than that used by other papers examining option

trading strategies—Goyal and Saretto (2009) and Cao and Han (2013) even assume

an effective spread of 0% as the base case, i.e., trading is possible at the midquote.

Transaction costs are incurred each time an option or the underlying is bought or

sold. However, cash-settled options do not incur additional transaction costs at ex-

piration, which is why we choose to let options expire. We assume that transactions

in the underlying, which are necessary for delta hedging, are possible at an quoted

bid-ask spread of 3 basis points.

In addition, we require margin accounts to collateralize the positions. For option

trades, we apply the CBOE margin rules, which provide detailed guidelines for in-

dividual options and option portfolios. Cao et al. (2021), for example, also use the

CBOE margin rules for their option trading strategies. An overview of the CBOE

margin requirements we use in our study is provided in Appendix A1. We use the

margin rules for initial margins and assume that there are no maintenance margins

or other adjustments required within the trading month. For short positions in

the underlying index, we assume that 150% of the short sale proceeds must be de-

posited, which is equivalent to the Federal Reserve Board’s “Regulation T”. Finally,

the margin requirements for variance swaps, which require no capital at inception

because they are priced so that their initial value is zero, are set in accordance

4 In practice, institutional investors also use limit order strategies to reduce transaction costs
below the quoted spread.
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with the “margin requirements for non-centrally cleared derivatives” of the “Basel

Committee on Banking Supervision” (BCBS). The BCBS requires that 15% of the

variance notional be deposited as initial margin. The variance notional is the no-

tional amount by which the difference between the floating leg and the fixed leg is

multiplied. We assume that margin accounts bear interest at the risk-free rate.

For maximum exposure strategies, we calculate the maximum possible exposure

by levering the positions until the capital is fully used to buy long positions and

provide margins on short positions. For equal exposure strategies, we lever the

positions until each strategy has the same factor exposure. In each period, we select

the strategy that has the lowest gamma when it is fully levered according to the

maximum exposure approach. All other strategies are then scaled down to this

exposure and the remaining capital is invested at the risk-free rate.

Straddle and Butterfly Spread For the straddle strategy, we choose both a

call option and a put option with strike prices closest to the ATM forward point.

A straddle has its own margin rules according to the CBOE. For the butterfly

spread, we add two options to the straddle. We choose an additional call option

with a model-free delta of 0.05 and an additional put option with a model-free delta

of -0.05. Both options enter the straddle as long positions. The choice of deltas

is inspired by the CBOE S&P 500 Iron Butterfly Index5, which is a hypothetical

option trading strategy calculated by the CBOE that sells butterfly spreads. The

margins for the butterfly spread are determined as the margins of a short call spread

plus the margins of a short put spread, as there are no separate rules for butterfly

spreads. Both the straddle and the butterfly spread may have a residual index

exposure that we delta-hedge with an index position at initiation. At maturity, the

option positions are cash-settled and the hedge positions in the index are closed,

which is true for all strategies we consider in our study.

5 https://www.cboe.com/us/indices/dashboard/BFLY/.
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Strangle and Condor Strangle The way we specify the straddle and condor

strangle strategies is very similar to the straddle and butterfly spread strategies.

We choose a call option and a put option with expiration next month that have

model-free deltas of 0.20 and -0.20, respectively. Selling these two options results

in a strangle. For the condor strangle, we again add two options. Consistent with

the butterfly spread, we choose an additional call option with a model-free delta of

0.05 and an additional put option with a model-free delta of -0.05. This choice is

similar to the CBOE S&P 500 Iron Condor Index6, which is a hypothetical options

trading strategy from the CBOE selling condor strangles. The CBOE provides its

own margin rules for the strangle, while for the condor strangle we combine the

margins of a short call spread and the margins of a short put spread. Again, any

remaining delta of the strategies is hedged via index positions.

Delta-Hedged Call and Delta-Hedged Put For the delta-hedged call and put

strategies, we select the call and put options with expiration in the next month that

are closest to the ATM forward point. The strategies sell these options at the best

bid (taking into account the effective spread) and hedge the resulting delta exposure

with a position in the underlying index. Thus, the short call requires a long position

in the underlying, while the short put requires a short position in the underlying,

for which additional margins must be deposited. To keep transaction costs low, the

delta hedge is set up at initiation and is not readjusted until maturity.

Variance Swap The variance swap strategy requires the calculation of the vari-

ance swap rate. This swap rate is determined according to Kozhan, Neuberger, and

Schneider (2013), which leads to consistent pricing based on the same options for

all strategies in our study. We select all OTM forward call and put options to cal-

culate swap rates. Transaction costs are accounted for by using bid quotes instead

of midquotes to calculate variance swap rates. The strategy sells variance swaps at

the variance swap rate and holds this position until maturity. By design, variance

6 https://www.cboe.com/us/indices/dashboard/CNDR/.
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swaps are delta-neutral at inception. At maturity, the realized variance over the last

month is taken to determine the variance swap’s payoff.

4 Empirical Results

4.1 Maximum Exposure Strategies

The first set of results relates to maximum exposure strategies and aims at a better

understanding of the leverage problem. Maximum exposure strategies show whether

the capital requirements of an initial investment (if any) plus margins already set rea-

sonable leverage constraints for strategies and lead to desirable risk-return patterns

over longer horizons. If not, the question is whether the constraints are already too

tight to earn significant premiums or, on the contrary, too loose to protect long-term

investors from excessive risk.

[Insert Figure 2 about here.]

Figure 2 provides the accumulated wealth over time as created by different strategies.

For each strategy, the initial budget in January 1996 is $100. The figure shows large

differences among strategies. One group of extremely risky strategies consists of the

straddle and the strangle. These strategies reach very high wealth levels by 2007,

but collapse during the financial crisis in October 2008. While the straddle recovers

quickly from this shock, the strangle barely survives and does not have enough

capital to recover quickly. It is eventually hit by the market turmoil due to the

Covid-19 pandemic and is forced into bankruptcy in March 2020. The straddle also

takes a massive hit from the pandemic. The butterfly spread and the condor strangle

seem to dampen the extremes of the straddle and the strangle somewhat. However,

they are still very risky and are also hit hard by the variance shocks of the financial

crisis and the Covid-19 pandemic. Another interesting observation is the different

behavior of the delta-hedged put and the delta-hedged call. The delta-hedged put

fluctuates more and shows a steeper trend. In contrast, the delta-hedged call has a
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very smooth path, but does not seem to generate enough exposure for a significant

upward movement, especially after the financial crisis. Finally, the variance swap

combines a very smooth path, except for the most extreme months of the financial

crisis and the Covid-19 pandemic, with a clear upward trend.

[Insert Table 1 about here.]

Table 1 characterizes the performance of the different strategies via summary statis-

tics. Panel A provides information on the sample moments of monthly returns and

Panel B shows information on downside risk. The first three measures of downside

risk (VaR, CVaR, Max Loss) still take a monthly perspective and refer to (potential)

losses in the following month. This is sufficient for a monthly investment horizon.

However, for the long-term investor, the characteristics of the entire path are also

important. In particular, the ability of a strategy to recover from an intermediate

downturn is crucial. Therefore, Panel B offers four different drawdown statistics.

The maximum drawdown (Max DD) is the maximum percentage loss of a strategy

from its current maximum value to a trough; and the average drawdown (Average

DD) shows how far, on average over all months of the 25-year period, a strategy is

from its previous maximum. Drawdown length indicates how many months it takes

to reach a new wealth maximum at a given point in time. For this measure, we

report the maximum number of months (Max DD Length) and the average (over

all months of the 25-year period) number of months (Average DD Length). For

completeness, Panel C of Table 1 repeats the final wealth levels at the end of the

data period from Figure 2 and converts them to annual geometric average returns.

Several differences between the strategies are evident in the figures in Table 1. First,

when comparing straddle and strangle, straddle returns have a higher mean, a lower

standard deviation, are less skewed to the left, and have a lower kurtosis. In terms

of downside risk, the straddle is less risky than the strangle by all measures of risk.

Therefore, the idea of replacing a straddle with a strangle to achieve risk reduction,

especially with respect to large downturns, does not work, at least when taking

maximum exposure. Both straddle and strangle strategies are highly speculative,
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with high mean returns but massive downside risk. Second, the comparison between

straddle and butterly spread and between strangle and condor strangle provides

insight into the impact of floors imposed via long positions in OTM calls and puts.

These floors result in less negative skewness and less kurtosis, but they are also

costly in terms of mean returns. Because of the latter effect, it is questionable

whether such floors are an effective way to reduce risk. In terms of downside risk,

the butterfly spread and the condor strangle are much riskier than the delta-hedged

put, the delta-hedged call, and the variance swap. Third, the monthly returns of the

variance swap show by far the most negative skewness and the highest kurtosis of

all variance strategies. However, these characteristics do not necessarily imply high

downside risk. The reason is that the standard deviation and the dynamics of the

path are also important. Although the variance swap experiences some heavy losses

(the maximum monthly loss is almost 37%), the relatively short drawdown length

shows that the strategy can recover quite well from such losses.

In summary, there are clear differences between the various maximum exposure

strategies. The delta-hedged call seems to generate relatively low factor exposure,

even compared to the delta-hedged put. Other strategies create large exposure and

massive risks (straddle, strangle); still others seem to have variance exposure that

already offers promising risk-return profiles (delta-hedged put, variance swap) and

relatively quick recovery from setbacks. In factor investing, however, investors seek

to manage and control exposure. They look for a strategy that most efficiently

exploits a given exposure, which can be studied using equal exposure strategies.

4.2 Equal Exposure Strategies

Figure 3 and Table 2 show the wealth accumulation and summary statistics of dif-

ferent equal exposure strategies. As expected, the standardization of the strategies

in terms of ex-ante gamma leads to a more homogeneous picture. In terms of dif-

ferences and similarities among the strategies and the benefits of particular design

elements, the following observations are most striking. First, there is no clear evi-
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dence that a strangle helps reduce the risk of a straddle. Strangle returns are even

more left-skewed and leptokurtic. In terms of downside risk, the different mea-

sures point in different directions. The straddle has a lower (less negative) VaR

and CVaR, but a higher maximum loss. The maximum drawdown and maximum

drawdown length are lower for the strangle, but the average drawdown and average

drawdown length are lower for the straddle. Second, the floors introduced by the

butterfly spread and the condor strangle improve monthly skewness and kurtosis,

but are not effective in reducing downside risk, as a comparison with straddle and

strangle shows. Third, delta-hedged put, delta-hedged call, and straddle have very

similar paths and distributional properties. This finding implies that the different

behavior of delta-hedged calls, delta-hedged puts, and straddles under maximum

exposure strategies is due to their different potential for leverage. The delta-hedged

call strategy requires a long position in the index to hedge the short call, which con-

sumes a lot of capital. In contrast, the delta-hedged put strategy involves shorting

the index. This short position induces margin requirements, but the potential lever-

age of a delta-hedged put is much greater compared to the call. A (delta-hedged)

straddle requires a very small investment (long or short) in the index. In addition,

the CBOE’s margin requirements for a short straddle are much lower than the sum

of the margin requirements for a short call and a short put. Therefore, straddles

can achieve much higher gammas than the other strategies. Fourth and finally, the

variance swap has the highest return of all the variance strategies while showing the

lowest downside risk for the majority of the risk measures.

[Insert Figure 3 about here.]

[Insert Table 2 about here.]

4.3 Why Strategies Differ: Payoff or Costs?

Even with the same gamma exposure, some differences remain between the strate-

gies. Where do these differences come from? A first possible reason is the different
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payoff structures of the strategies. A second one is potential differences in transac-

tion costs. Since new derivative positions must be set up regularly due to the finite

maturity of options, the latter may be substantial.

The similarity of the payoffs should be reflected in high correlations of returns.

Table 3 shows such correlations between the monthly returns of the different strate-

gies. Delta-hedged call, delta-hedged put, and straddle have very high correlations

of over 0.99, consistent with theoretical considerations.7 Strangle, condor strangle,

and butterfly spread are slightly less correlated, consistent with their modified payoff

profiles. However, they still show correlations with the first group above 0.9. The

most striking observation from Table 3 is the relatively low correlation (below 0.7)

between the variance swap and all other strategies. This indicates the uniqueness

of the variance swap.

[Insert Table 3 about here.]

Can the uniqueness of the variance swap really be attributed to its payoff profile?

At first glance, this question is difficult to answer. The payoff of a variance swap

depends on the realized variance over the price path, while the payoff of the other

strategies depends only on the price of the underlying (index level) at the maturity

date of the options. However, the initial replicating portfolio of the variance swap

can provide some intuition. The payoff function of this options portfolio allows a

direct comparison with the payoff profile of the other strategies. As an example,

Figure 4 shows the payoff functions of the delta-hedged put and the replicating

portfolio of the variance swap for the setup date 24/10/2016. This picture is also

quite typical for other setup dates.8 The payoff function of the delta-hedged put is

a piecewise linear function, with a kink at the forward price. This structure implies

that losses grow linearly with the distance between the index and the forward price.

The variance swap, on the other hand, shows a strongly non-linear payoff profile.

7 In a world without transaction costs, where put-call parity holds exactly, the payoff profiles of
the three strategies are identical for the same gamma exposure.

8 The payoff function depends on the forward price, the available strike prices and the deltas of
the options on the setup date. Therefore, the payoff function varies over time.
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There is a wide range around the forward price where the payoff function is almost

flat. This feature also leads to a relatively large gap between the two break-even

points (-3.62% and 3.36%), compared to the delta-hedged put (-2.01% and 3.4%).

The variance swap makes similar profits over a wide range around the ATM point.

This is consistent with the strategy’s relatively smooth path of cumulated wealth.

There is also a strong asymmetry in the payoff of the variance swap. When the

index level rises, the losses remain relatively moderate, which also contributes to

the smoothness of the path. Only when the index loses massively does the variance

swap realize losses that seem to grow exponentially with the index decline. The

latter observation is consistent with the high negative skewness and high maximum

loss of the variance swap strategy.

[Insert Figure 4 about here.]

Another possible reason for differences between strategies is transaction costs. An

intuitive guess is that strategies using more than two option contracts, or OTM and

ITM options, are more affected by transaction costs than strategies using only one or

two ATM options. The first group consists of the strangle, butterfly spread, condor

strangle, and the replicating portfolio of the variance swap, while the second group

includes the delta-hedged call, delta-hedged put, and straddle. Figure 5 confirms

the conjecture. Part (a) shows the cumulative wealth of the different strategies when

the base case effective spread is reduced from 25% to zero; and part (b) shows the

cumulative wealth for an effective spread of 50%. Moving from 50% effective spread

to zero transaction costs improves the final wealth (after 25 years) of the condor

strangle by 30%, the butterfly spread by 24%, and the variance swap by 18%. In

contrast, the delta-hedged call, put and straddle only show an increase in wealth

of about 13%. However, the variance swap retains the highest final wealth of all

strategies even when the effective spread is 50%. Condor strangle, strangle and

butterfly spread still deliver the lowest terminal wealth even without transaction

costs. So the differences in the performance of strategies are certainly not only

caused by different transaction costs.
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[Insert Figure 5 about here.]

4.4 Variance Strategies and Market Movements

For a deeper understanding of the differentiating properties of variance strategies,

we look more closely at their relationship to market (index) movements. The perfor-

mance of variance strategies is closely linked to the market for at least two reasons.

First, in our study, the index is the underlying of the derivatives positions that im-

plement variance strategies. Therefore, by construction, payoffs are linked to market

movements, which can be clearly seen in Figures 1 and 4. The choice between al-

ternative profiles constitutes the payoff problem that we study. Second, previous

research has shown an inverse relationship between market movements and variance

changes, i.e., variances tend to increase when the market goes down (Black 1976;

Christie 1982; Bollerslev et al. 2006). However, different variance strategies might

be affected differently by this effect.

Since the additional design elements of strangle, condor strangle, and butterfly

spread have not led to improvements in the variance strategies, we focus only on two

strategies in the following subsections. The first, the delta-hedged put, represents

the group consisting of delta-hedged call and put and the straddle. The second

strategy is the variance swap. To give these strategies a chance to exploit their full

“variance exposure”, we consider their maximum exposure variants.

Figure 6 shows the cumulative wealth of a buy-and-hold index investment in the

S&P 500, along with the two variance strategies. An investment in the risk-free

instrument is also shown as a reference point. Since 2003, the trend behavior of

the market and the two variance strategies has been similar. Setbacks of the index

are clearly visible in the delta-hedged put strategy. This is obviously true for the

financial crisis in 2008 and the Covid-19 pandemic shock in 2020, but it is also

true for the market downturn in 2002 (aftermath of September 11 attacks) and the

market drop at the end of 2018. In contrast, the variance swap strategy seems to be

mainly affected only by the two very large market shocks. This observation suggests
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a higher correlation between market returns and delta-hedged put returns compared

to variance swap returns. However, exactly the opposite is the case, with monthly

return correlations of 0.38 (market and delta-hedged put) and 0.52 (market and

variance swap).

[Insert Figure 6 about here.]

To better understand this phenomenon, Figure 7 plots monthly delta-hedged put

returns (part (a)) and variance swap returns (part (b)) as a function of market

returns. For the delta-hedged put, there is a clear positive relationship between

market returns and put returns when the market falls. However, when the market

rises, the relationship is negative. Overall, the non-linear relationship between mar-

ket returns and put returns results in a moderately positive correlation. The overall

positive relationship is due to the fact that large negative market movements occur

more frequently than large positive market movements. For the variance swap, the

relationship is nearly flat over much of the market’s return distribution. Only for

very large negative market returns is the relationship clearly positive. Since there

is no offsetting effect for rising markets, the correlation between the market and

variance swap is positive and higher than for the delta-hedged put. These results

are well in line with the examples of the payoff profiles in Figure 4. They show

that the two variance strategies have significantly different characteristics in terms

of their relationship with the market, which is important information for potential

investors.

[Insert Figure 7 about here.]

4.5 “Variance” as an Investment Style

So far, we have studied and compared different ways to earn variance risk premiums.

In a broader perspective, the strategies under study are just examples of factor in-

vestments, because “stock index variance” can be seen as one of (potentially) many
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equity-based factors. In this section, we relate variance strategies to other fac-

tor investments. Specifically, we consider the S&P 500 index (market), long-short

portfolios of the remaining four factors of the Fama and French (2015) Five-Factor

Model (Size (SMB), Value (HML), Profitability (RMW), Investment (CMA)), plus

Momentum (MOM).9 Factor returns are constructed such that their return peri-

ods coincide with the roll-over periods from our option strategies since the original

monthly Fama and French (2015) factor returns are based on calendar months. We

achieve this by computing geometric returns over the specified investment horizon

for every individual portfolio and eventually determine the factor returns according

to the definitions from Fama and French (2015). Data on the additional factors is

from Kenneth French’s website.10

[Insert Figure 8 about here.]

Figure 8 shows the cumulative wealth development of the various factor investments.

One observation is very striking. After the financial crisis, since mid-2009, none of

the SMB, HML, RMW, CMA, and MOM strategies has an upward trend.11 Only the

market and the two variance strategies show significant upward movements during

this period. This distinguishes the variance strategies from the other five strategies

that try to earn additional premiums in the stock market besides the market risk

premium. Also in the period before the financial crisis, the variance strategies

together with the momentum strategy show the strongest upward trend.

Table 4 presents return and risk statistics of the different factor investments. In

our view, the most relevant reference point for the variance strategies is the mar-

ket investment, since it is the only one that generates significant premiums after

the financial crisis. Looking at the monthly return statistics, market and variance

9 Since long-short portfolios do not require an initial investment, the initial capital of $100 is
invested in an account earning the risk-free rate.

10 https://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html.
11 When interpreting the performance of these five factor strategies, one has to keep in mind

that they provide an overly optimistic view of the corresponding styles. The reason is that no
transaction costs of portfolio revisions are taken into account in the performance calculations,
as is the case with the variance strategies.
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strategies do not differ strongly in terms of mean returns and standard deviations.

However, the variance strategies show more negative skewness and higher excess

kurtosis. The variance swap is the most extreme in this respect. These properties

seem to support the idea that variance strategies are “picking up nickels in front of

a steamroller”.

But what do these monthly return moments mean for the long-term investor? Most

of the time, the cumulative wealth of variance strategies is above the wealth level

of the market investment, and the downside risk statistics provide an additional

perspective on this question. As shown in Panel B, the variance swap has lower

downside risk than the market according to all measures, except for the maximum

loss. Variance strategies do occasionally experience extreme losses, but these losses

are of the same magnitude as the extreme losses of a market investment. Moreover,

variance strategies are able to recover from previous losses relatively quickly, i.e.,

they have the ability to generate strong upside movements in a relatively short

period of time. This characteristic is evident after the financial crisis and also after

the low point of the Covid-19 pandemic.12 In this sense, variance strategies are able

to pick up more than “nickles” in such periods.

[Insert Table 4 about here.]

Finally, we examine the monthly co-movement of variance strategies with other

factor portfolios. In doing so, we seek a better understanding of the economic

conditions under which variance premiums are small or large. Table 5 shows the

results of regressions of the monthly returns of variance strategies on either the

market returns or the returns of all six factor portfolios. There is a positive and

statistically significant relationship between the variance strategies and the market.

As seen in the previous section, the linear approximation does not fully reveal the

true non-linear structure, at least for the delta-hedged put. However, an overall

positive co-movement is economically intuitive. It is consistent with large market

12 Unfortunately, our data set ends in December 2020, but some recovery after the Covid-19 shock
is already evident since March 2020.
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downturns (within a month) being larger than large market upturns, and the notion

of increasing variance in falling equity markets.

[Insert Table 5 about here.]

The only other significant loading is a positive one on the size factor. Strategies

selling insurance against high market volatility tend to perform poorly when small

caps also perform relatively poorly. This is economically plausible. When times

become more volatile, it is likely that small caps will struggle more than large caps

because they are more vulnerable on average.13 Taken together, the market and size

factors capture 20% (delta-hedged put) or even 33% (variance swap) of the variance

strategies’ return fluctuations.

Are variance strategies valuable additions of the long-term investor’s opportunity

set of stock-related factors? Given the results of Table 5, the answer is ambiguous.

Looking at the alphas of the delta-hedged put and the variance swap in the full

regression model, they are 0.29% and 0.22% per month, respectively, which is eco-

nomically significant compared with an average market return of 0.9%. However,

these alphas are not statistically significant. One reason is the high residual variance

caused by only two observations, October 2008 and March 2020. Moreover, due to

the non-robustness of the OLS estimator, these two months are also highly influen-

tial for the resulting estimates of the factor loadings.14 We therefore re-estimate the

regression models with a more robust method, the least absolute deviation (LAD)

estimator, which minimizes the mean absolute residual error.15 Table 6 presents

the results. A first important finding is that LAD regressions lead to much lower

factor loadings for the market and the size factor, which become even insignificant

for the delta-hedged put. This finding suggests potentially high diversification ben-

efits if a delta-hedged put strategy complements a market investment, given that

13 This conjecture is supported by, for example, Duffee (1995) and Ang and Chen (2002).
14 Cook’s distances (Cook (1977)) for these two observations reach from 10 to 226 times the average

Cook’s distance in the respective models, indicating highly influential observations.
15 See, for example, Hill and Holland (1977). To account for potential heteroskedasticity and

autocorrelation in the LAD framework, we determine standard errors with a block bootstrap
method. We use a block length of 12, to be consistent with the number of lags applied for the
Newey and West (1987) standard errors of Table 5.
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such benefits are measured in terms of mean absolute deviations instead of standard

deviations.16 A second important finding is that the LAD regressions attribute a

higher proportion of the variance strategies’ mean returns to alpha, as compared to

the OLS regressions. The estimated alphas of 0.95% and 0.49% per month of the

delta-hedged put and variance swap strategies, respectively, are clearly economically

and statistically significant.

[Insert Table 6 about here.]

Overall, the results suggest that variance strategies are attractive factor strate-

gies for long-term investors. These strategies can provide alternatives to a market

investment that perform similarly overall but have clearly different downside risk

characteristics. They can also be useful complements to a market investment to

provide diversification benefits and significant alpha.

5 Conclusion

The variance risk premium is a well-documented empirical phenomenon. In this

paper, we analyze whether and how investors can exploit this premium for long-

term capital accumulation. Our paper identifies three general problems that arise in

long-term variance-based investment strategies. Certain design elements that could

mitigate some of these problems are suggested, and corresponding trading strategies

are proposed. To determine the variance risk to which strategies are exposed ex-

ante, we either consider the maximum exposure based on capital requirements or

equalize exposure via a model-free measure of convexity (gamma).

In an empirical study for the S&P 500 index options market, we analyze the perfor-

mance of different strategies. We compare them to each other and to equity-based

16 Moving from a pure market investment to a portfolio that invests 50% in the market and 50% in
the delta-hedged put strategy reduces the monthly standard deviation by about 20 percent but
the mean absolute deviation by more than 40 percent. As the results by Goldstein and Taleb
(2007) suggest, even finance professionals consider the mean absolute deviation a more intuitive
dispersion measure than the standard deviation.
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factor investing strategies. The analysis shows that variance strategies differ sub-

stantially in some aspects of risk and return, are significantly positively correlated

with the market, and consistently earn premiums over the entire study period. The

latter distinguishes variance strategies from other factor strategies, which have not

generated premiums since the 2008 financial crisis. However, variance strategies can

be hit hard by extreme stock market crashes, but also have the potential to recover

quickly from these shocks. All in all, the empirical results show that variance strate-

gies can be attractive to the long-term investor—both as an alternative and as a

complement to a market investment—if properly designed. Future research could

explore other design elements of variance strategies to further improve long-term

variance-based investing. For example, comparing the use of options with differ-

ent maturities or varying the roll-over periods would shed more light on the finite

maturity problem.
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Appendix

A1 CBOE Margin Requirements

The following appendix provides a summary of relevant CBOE margin requirements

that are used to construct the variance strategies. Further information and sample

calculations can be found on the homepage of the CBOE.17

Short Call Initial Margin Requirement:

• 100% of option proceeds, plus 15% of aggregate underlying index value (num-

ber of contracts × index level × $100) less out-of-the-money amount, if any

• minimum requirement is option proceeds plus 10% of the aggregate underlying

index value

• proceeds received from sale of call(s) may be applied to the initial margin

requirement

• after position is established, ongoing maintenance margin requirement applies,

and an increase (or decrease) in the margin required is possible

Short Put Initial Margin Requirement:

• 100% of option proceeds, plus 15% of aggregate underlying index value (num-

ber of contracts × index level × $100) less out-of-the-money amount, if any

• minimum requirement is option proceeds plus 10% of the put’s aggregate strike

price (number of contracts × strike price × $100)

• proceeds received from sale of puts(s) may be applied to the initial margin

requirement

• after position is established, ongoing maintenance margin requirement applies,

and an increase (or decrease) in the margin required is possible

17 https://www.cboe.com/us/options/strategy_based_margin/.
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Short Straddle Initial Margin Requirement:

• short call(s) or short put(s) requirement, whichever is greater, plus the option

proceeds of the other side

• proceeds from sale of entire straddle may be applied to initial margin require-

ment

• after position is established, ongoing maintenance margin requirement applies,

and an increase (or decrease) in the margin required is possible

Short Strangle Initial Margin Requirement:

• short call(s) or short put(s) requirement, whichever is greater, plus the option

proceeds of the other side

• proceeds from sale of entire strangle may be applied to initial margin require-

ment

• after position is established, ongoing maintenance margin requirement applies,

and an increase (or decrease) in the margin required is possible

Short Call Spread Initial Margin Requirement:

• the amount by which the short call aggregate strike price is below the long call

aggregate strike price (aggregate strike price = number of contracts × strike

price × $100)

• long call(s) must be paid for in full

• proceeds received from sale of short call(s) may be applied to the initial margin

requirement

• the short call(s) may expire before the long call(s) and not affect margin re-

quirement
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Short Put Spread Initial Margin Requirement:

• the amount by which the long put aggregate strike price is below the short put

aggregate strike price (aggregate strike price = number of contracts × strike

price × $100)

• long put(s) must be paid for in full

• proceeds received from sale of short put(s) may be applied to the initial margin

requirement

• the short put(s) may expire before the long put(s) and not affect margin re-

quirement
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A2 Model-Free Deltas and Gammas

As Black-Scholes greeks depend on the unrealistic assumptions of the Black-Scholes

model, we compute deltas and gammas in a model-free fashion. For illustrative

purposes, consider the discrete future stock price Si with future states of the world

i = 1, . . . , ī, . . . , N , and the corresponding probabilities qi. Further, assume that the

discount rate is r = 0. Now, shift the prices Si by an infinitesimally small amount

ε, such that the new prices and corresponding probabilities are

S1 + ε, . . . , SN + ε,

q1, . . . , qN .

The value of a plain-vanilla call option CE with X = Sī prior to the shift is

CE (X) =
N∑

i=ī+1

(Si −X) qi. (A.1)

After the shift, the value is

CE (X) =
N∑
i=ī

(Si + ε−X) qi

=
N∑

i=ī+1

(Si −X) qi +
N∑

i=ī+1

εqi + (Sī + ε−X) qī

=
N∑

i=ī+1

(Si −X) qi +
N∑
i=ī

εqi.

(A.2)

The delta of any option O is defined as the change in value of the option divided by

the change in value of the underlying, that is ∆ = dO/dS. Equation (A.2) shows

that for dS = ε , the change in value of any option O is dO =
∑N

i=ī εqi. Thus,

∆mf
C =

dO

dS
=

∑N
i=ī εqi
ε

=
N∑
i=ī

qi (A.3)
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In the case of a plain vanilla call option, this toy example shows that the model-free

delta, which can be derived from the whole risk neutral distribution, is equal to

the cumulative probability of all future outcomes that are above the strike price.

Conversely, it can be shown that the model-free delta for put options is

∆mf
P =

dO

dS
=

−
∑ī

i=1 εqi
ε

= −
ī∑

i=1

qi. (A.4)

Going one step further, it is easy to see that a model-free gamma γmf—the change

in the delta of an option induced by a change in the underlying’s price—is simply

the level of the probability density function qī (PDF) for both call options and put

options:

γmf
C = γmf

P = qī (A.5)
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Figure 1: Stylized Payoffs: Straddle, Strangle, and Butterfly Spread

(a) Straddle Short

(b) Strangle Short

(c) Butterfly Spread Short

Note: This figure shows stylized payoffs of a short straddle, a short strangle and a short butterfly
spread position.
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Figure 2: Maximum Exposure Strategies: Cumulative Wealth
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Note: This figure shows the cumulative wealth development of a $100 investment in seven maximum
exposure variance risk premium harvesting strategies. The data period covers January 1996 to
December 2020.
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Figure 3: Equal Exposure Strategies: Cumulative Wealth
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Note: This figure shows the cumulative wealth development of a $100 investment in seven equal
exposure variance risk premium harvesting strategies. The data period covers January 1996 to
December 2020.
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Figure 4: Payoff Plots of Delta-Hedged Put and Variance Swap

(a) Delta-Hedged Put
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Note: This figure depicts exemplary payoff plots of a delta-hedged put option (part (a)) and
a variance swap (part (b)) from October 24, 2016, that is, at initiation of the position. The
underlying’s index level at expiration is stated on the x-axis and the corresponding position payoff
on the y-axis. The horizontal solid black line is the break-even position payoff and the vertical
dashed grey line the underlying’s index level at initiation.
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Figure 5: Equal Exposure Strategies: The Impact of Transaction Costs
on Cumulative Wealth

(a) Effective Spread: 0%
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(b) Effective Spread: 50%
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Note: This figure shows the cumulative wealth development of a $100 investment in seven equal
exposure variance risk premium harvesting strategies. The data period covers January 1996 to
December 2020. Part (a) shows strategies with an effective spread of 0% and part (b) the same
strategies with an effective spread of 50%.
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Figure 6: Maximum Exposure Strategies vs. Market
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Note: This figure depicts the cumulative wealth development of a $100 investment in four different
trading strategies. First, the maximum exposure delta-hedged put (dashed blue line) and variance
swap (solid black line) strategies are stated. Second, a buy and hold investment strategy in the
S&P 500 total return index is shown (solid red line). Third, an investment in risk-free assets
(dashed red line) is shown. The data period covers January 1996 to December 2020.
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Figure 7: Return Scatter Plots with Market

(a) Delta-Hedged Put
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(b) Variance Swap
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Note: This figure provides return scatter plots that outline the contemporaneous relationship
between monthly market returns and monthly delta-hedged put returns (part (a)) and monthly
variance swap returns (part (b)), respectively. The blue lines indicate a linear trend estimated
with least squares.
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Figure 8: Factor Investment Style Performance
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Note: This figure provides a comparison between factor investment style performances and two
maximum exposure variance risk premium harvesting strategies (delta-hedged put and variance
swap). The data period covers January 1996 to December 2020. Factor returns are calculated
according to Fama and French (2015). MKT is the market factor, SMB is the size factor, HML is
the value factor, RMW is the profitability factor, CMA is the investment factor, and MOM is the
momentum factor.
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Table 1: Return- and Risk-Statistics of Maximum Exposure Strategies

Panel A: Basic Monthly Summary Statistics

Delta-
Hedged

Call

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

Straddle Butterfly
Spread

Strangle Condor
Strangle

Mean 0.0051 0.0080 0.0067 0.0182 0.0140 0.0157 0.0129
Standard Dev. 0.0243 0.0494 0.0309 0.1215 0.0986 0.1395 0.0975
Skewness −2.6440 −2.9729 −8.1252 −2.2880 −1.4947 −4.0907 −2.7520
Exc. Kurtosis 12.9533 17.1776 88.7758 9.4223 3.6283 23.1548 8.6940
Sharpe Ratio 0.1266 0.1195 0.1516 0.1330 0.1208 0.0976 0.1112

Panel B: Downside Risk Statistics

Delta-
Hedged

Call

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

Straddle Butterfly
Spread

Strangle Condor
Strangle

VaR (95%) −0.0302 −0.0629 −0.0076 −0.1716 −0.1767 −0.1949 −0.1900
CVaR (95%) −0.0697 −0.1448 −0.0700 −0.3632 −0.2832 −0.4448 −0.3228
Max Loss −0.1670 −0.3860 −0.3676 −0.6729 −0.4106 −1.0000 −0.5085

Average DD −0.0372 −0.0755 −0.0433 −0.1934 −0.2295 −0.2733 −0.2006
Max DD −0.2550 −0.5266 −0.3676 −0.8684 −0.7238 −1.0000 −0.7384
Average DD Length 5.2683 5.7000 4.3750 12.8000 19.0714 18.8462 14.5882
Max DD Length 28 29 23 110 122 148 112

Panel C: Annualized Geometric Mean Return and Terminal Wealth

Delta-
Hedged

Call

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

Straddle Butterfly
Spread

Strangle Condor
Strangle

Ann. Geom. Return [%] 5.95 8.22 7.66 10.71 10.76 −100.00 8.79
Term. Wealth [$] 422.26 716.39 629.02 1261.13 1276.63 0.00 816.32

Note: This table provides return- and risk-statistics of seven maximum exposure variance risk
premium harvesting strategies. Panel A depicts basic summary statistics for monthly returns,
while Panel B is dedicated to downside risk statistics. In particular, we consider asymmetric risk
metrics for monthly returns such as the 95% value-at-risk (VaR), the 95% conditional value-at-risk
(CVar), and the maximum loss (max loss). Additionally, we determine path dependent drawdown
measures: The average drawdown (Average DD) and the maximum drawdown (Max DD), as well
as the average drawdown length (Average DD length) and the maximum drawdown length (Max
DD Length). Lastly, Panel C shows the annualized geometric return and the terminal wealth of
the strategies.
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Table 2: Return- and Risk-Statistics of Equal Exposure Strategies

Panel A: Basic Monthly Summary Statistics

Delta-
Hedged

Call

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

Straddle Butterfly
Spread

Strangle Condor
Strangle

Mean 0.0050 0.0049 0.0057 0.0050 0.0049 0.0047 0.0040
Standard Dev. 0.0238 0.0248 0.0156 0.0242 0.0290 0.0226 0.0296
Skewness −2.7361 −2.7109 −7.8579 −2.7220 −1.9814 −3.5094 −3.1060
Exc. Kurtosis 13.9543 13.7783 83.5056 13.7999 9.4847 16.0801 13.8736
Sharpe Ratio 0.1213 0.1151 0.2317 0.1202 0.0974 0.1175 0.0653

Panel B: Downside Risk Statistics

Delta-
Hedged

Call

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

Straddle Butterfly
Spread

Strangle Condor
Strangle

VaR (95%) −0.0294 −0.0316 −0.0067 −0.0303 −0.0397 −0.0323 −0.0536
CVaR (95%) −0.0691 −0.0724 −0.0374 −0.0702 −0.0812 −0.0738 −0.0966
Max Loss −0.1670 −0.1705 −0.1821 −0.1673 −0.1697 −0.1417 −0.2064

Average DD −0.0352 −0.0355 −0.0229 −0.0346 −0.0515 −0.0447 −0.0579
Max DD −0.2457 −0.2535 −0.1821 −0.2467 −0.2892 −0.2293 −0.3270
Average DD Length 5.1951 5.1220 4.1538 5.0476 6.6765 5.5758 6.8485
Max DD Length 28 28 18 28 33 17 41

Panel C: Annualized Geometric Mean Return and Terminal Wealth

Delta-
Hedged

Call

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

Straddle Butterfly
Spread

Strangle Condor
Strangle

Ann. Geom. Return [%] 5.74 5.66 6.85 5.74 5.47 5.48 4.32
Term. Wealth [$] 401.35 393.99 521.00 401.92 377.13 377.70 286.93

Note: This table provides return- and risk-statistics of seven equal exposure variance risk premium
harvesting strategies. Panel A depicts basic summary statistics for monthly returns, while Panel B
is dedicated to downside risk statistics. In particular, we consider asymmetric risk metrics for
monthly returns such as the 95% value-at-risk (VaR), the 95% conditional value-at-risk (CVar), and
the maximum loss (max loss). Additionally, we determine path dependent drawdown measures:
The average drawdown (Average DD) and the maximum drawdown (Max DD), as well as the
average drawdown length (Average DD length) and the maximum drawdown length (Max DD
Length). Lastly, Panel C shows the annualized geometric return and the terminal wealth of the
strategies.
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Table 3: Equal Exposure Strategies’ Return Correlation Matrix

Delta-
Hedged

Call

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

Straddle Butterfly
Spread

Strangle

Delta-Hedged Put 0.9960
Variance Swap 0.6631 0.6584
Straddle 0.9990 0.9990 0.6608
Butterfly Spread 0.9723 0.9751 0.6043 0.9746
Strangle 0.9306 0.9311 0.6236 0.9319 0.8601
Condor Strangle 0.9093 0.9156 0.5352 0.9133 0.9000 0.9536

Note: This table depicts the correlation of monthly returns between seven equal exposure variance
risk premium harvesting strategies.
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Table 4: Return- and Risk-Statistics of Different Factor Investment
Styles

Panel A: Basic Monthly Summary Statistics

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

MKT SMB HML RMW CMA MOM

Mean 0.0080 0.0067 0.0090 0.0039 0.0025 0.0053 0.0035 0.0057
Standard Dev. 0.0494 0.0309 0.0525 0.0298 0.0347 0.0266 0.0217 0.0539
Skewness −2.9729 −8.1252 −0.9071 −0.0434 0.2812 0.3554 0.5697 −1.6832
Exc. Kurtosis 17.1776 88.7758 6.7505 2.3063 2.6527 6.0900 1.4345 8.4620
Sharpe Ratio 0.1195 0.1516 0.1332 0.0622 0.0116 0.1215 0.0676 0.0670

Panel B: Downside Risk Statistics

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

MKT SMB HML RMW CMA MOM

VaR (95%) −0.0629 −0.0076 −0.0747 −0.0399 −0.0432 −0.0302 −0.0298 −0.0900
CVaR (95%) −0.1448 −0.0700 −0.1323 −0.0609 −0.0728 −0.0566 −0.0396 −0.1491
Max Loss −0.3860 −0.3676 −0.3052 −0.1341 −0.1278 −0.1078 −0.0548 −0.3401

Average DD −0.0755 −0.0433 −0.0791 −0.0643 −0.0710 −0.0571 −0.0616 −0.1025
Max DD −0.5266 −0.3676 −0.4993 −0.2948 −0.4942 −0.3278 −0.2032 −0.6714
Average DD Length 5.7000 4.3750 7.1875 11.2500 13.7368 12.4000 15.4706 13.3500
Max DD Length 29.0000 23.0000 74.0000 82.0000 148.0000 65.0000 93.0000 146.0000

Panel C: Annualized Geometric Mean Return and Terminal Wealth

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

MKT SMB HML RMW CMA MOM

Ann. Geom. Return [%] 8.22 7.66 9.55 4.25 2.26 6.09 4.03 5.06
Term. Wealth [$] 716.39 629.02 970.17 281.85 174.71 436.46 267.77 341.73

Note: This table provides return- and risk-statistics of two maximum exposure variance risk pre-
mium harvesting strategies (delta-hedged put and variance swap) and 6 other equity-based factor
investment strategies. Returns of factor investment strategies are calculated according to the Fama
and French (2015) Five-Factor Model, such that the return periods coincide with the return periods
from the variance risk premium strategies. MKT is the market factor, SMB is the size factor, HML
is the value factor, RMW is the profitability factor, CMA is the investment factor, and MOM is the
momentum factor. Panel A depicts basic summary statistics for monthly returns, while Panel B
is dedicated to downside risk statistics. In particular, we consider asymmetric risk metrics for
monthly returns such as the 95% value-at-risk (VaR), the 95% conditional value-at-risk (CVar),
and the maximum loss. Additionally, we determine path dependent drawdown measures: The
average drawdown (Average DD) and the maximum drawdown (Max DD), as well as the average
drawdown length (Average DD length) and the maximum drawdown length (Max DD Length).
Lastly, Panel C shows the annualized geometric return and the terminal wealth of the strategies.
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Table 5: Maximum Exposure Strategies vs. Factor Investment Styles:
OLS Regression

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

α 0.0034 0.0025 0.0029 0.0022
(1.2467) (1.1412) (1.0350) (0.9005)

βMKT 0.3648∗∗∗ 0.3080∗∗∗ 0.3276∗∗∗ 0.2845∗∗∗

(3.8692) (2.9263) (4.4556) (2.9022)

βSMB 0.3236∗∗ 0.2231∗∗

(1.9799) (2.3091)

βHML 0.2907 0.1759
(1.5783) (1.3132)

βRMW 0.0973 0.0385
(0.6987) (0.3905)

βCMA −0.1770 −0.1323
(−0.7123) (−1.5327)

βMOM −0.0031 0.0259
(−0.0388) (0.4390)

n 299 299 299 299
Adj. R2 0.1480 0.2718 0.2072 0.3304
F-statistic 52.7617 112.2456 13.9801 25.5060

Note: This table shows the regression results from a regression of two maximum exposure variance
risk premium harvesting strategies on other factor investment strategies. Specifically, we consider
the S&P 500 index (MKT), long-short portfolios of the remaining four factors of the Fama and
French (2015) Five-Factor Model (Size (SMB), Value (HML), Profitability (RMW), Investment
(CMA)), plus Momentum (MOM). Newey and West (1987) robust standard errors with 12 lags
are reported in parentheses and asterisks indicate significance at the 1% (∗∗∗), 5% (∗∗), and 10%
(∗) level, respectively.
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Table 6: Maximum Exposure Strategies vs. Factor Investment Styles:
LAD Regression

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

Delta-
Hedged

Put

Variance
Swap

α 0.0105∗∗∗ 0.0051∗∗∗ 0.0095∗∗∗ 0.0049∗∗∗

(0.0027) (0.0008) (0.0030) (0.0009)

βMKT 0.1246 0.0915∗∗∗ 0.0852 0.0826∗∗∗

(0.1341) (0.0239) (0.1362) (0.0255)

βSMB 0.1447 0.0736∗∗∗

(0.1079) (0.0275)

βHML −0.0120 0.0200
(0.1192) (0.0323)

βRMW 0.1752 0.0021
(0.1618) (0.0329)

βCMA −0.0844 −0.0016
(0.2227) (0.0437)

βMOM −0.0640 −0.0160
(0.0656) (0.0267)

n 299 299 299 299
R2

Pseudo 0.0054 0.0777 0.0216 0.0999

Note: This table shows the least absolute deviation (LAD) regression results from a regression
of two maximum exposure variance risk premium harvesting strategies on other factor invest-
ment strategies. Specifically, we consider the S&P 500 index (MKT), long-short portfolios of the
remaining four factors of the Fama and French (2015) Five-Factor Model (Size (SMB), Value
(HML), Profitability (RMW), Investment (CMA)), plus Momentum (MOM). Standard errors are
determined using a block bootstrap with a block length of 12 and 20,000 bootstrap samples for
each individual regression model. They are reported in parentheses. Asterisks indicate significance
at the 1% (∗∗∗), 5% (∗∗), and 10% (∗) level, respectively.
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